Skill Me Up

Skill Me UP's goal is to help enable our customers realize the full potential of the Microsoft Cloud by increasing the value of one of their most critical assets, their people. Skillmeup.com is an on-demand learning platform with a huge selection of proprietary courseware for hands-on training. What sets Skill Me UP apart is their custom curriculum and network of cloud experts that can enable your company for the cloud.

Immersive Learning Experience

Skill Me Up the immersive learning environment in an unlimited subscription, offering you access to courses, real-time labs and events across core IT and cloud to keep you competitive in today's IT marketplace.

On-Demand Courses

• Access a catalog of proprietary content designed for any skill level
• Videos with demonstrations and knowledge measures
• Full Certification paths for Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365

Live Labs

• Retain more knowledge by using the technology in a live sandbox environment
• 100s of labs to choose from
• Core skills training such as Powershell, C#, Linux and more!

Interact with Experts

• Live Expert Talks
• Interact in Community
• Ask Questions – Get Answers!

Rich Capabilities

• Live Training: Advanced course topics and interaction with global experts during virtual class schedules
• On-Demand Training: Introductory through advanced courses, self-paced for anytime of the day or night
• Real Time Labs: Real world coding environments to work through homework and build upon new skill
• Expert Talks: Live interactive webinar format with global experts on the most requested tech topic
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**Desired Outcomes**

- Help close the skills gap from fundamentals to certification training to advanced learning
- Drive adoption of the Microsoft Cloud by learning hands on